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Pathfinder cohorts guide

The stroke is probably the most craziest thing about the Leadership feat. They are defined in a few paragraphs but leave somewhat anbiguel as in their nature. The Core rule feels like it is to suggest a stroke that has a basic race and class playing character, but only because they get level and appear to be treated as less PC. At the Bestiary there is a list of suggested short rib monsters, which opens up possibilities even further into the
bizzare, mainly because a few of the suggestions are creatures you wouldn't consider having class level. To help with this crazy thing we call a stroke, I suggest some guidelines on how GM's should handle them. First, if they are not a bestiary bestiary stats the NPC heroic stats should be used for the fitness scores. If they are a Bestiary creature then you should keep note of their ability wherever they are. Shortened are not character
plays, and so 25 buy points or rolling for fitness scores should not be used. These methods will cause higher and better ability scores, and even the risk being superior to the leaders' scores. The NPC's heroic skills scores are high enough to be effective in any class but low enough to not risk overshadowing their owners. The second thing that should be done is to give them the wealth of the Heroic NPC. They come with all that gear so
they can buy with it. At a minimum of 5th level, that would at least be a magical weapon or one beautiful magic item. I suggest buying one expensive item that fits the short grade and then buys gear for mundane and consumption. In some settings a hill would be necessary for the stroke, and if that's the case it's one of the first things that should be bought. The GM is going to be one of them their status, mainly because doing so allows
them to maintain control and balance in their game. It also helps to hold the stroke in terms of the game, though a stroke that fits into a player's background is also important. This also prevents players who want to break the game and leadership. Some tried no short of having the leadership charm, which shouldn't happen. Themedly, the stroke never ruled themselves, but a disciple of an older person. Having shortened stroke, which
in turn has shortened, leads down a path of silence and chaos. There's also the player that creates a stroke just to have another PC to play with, and the most often the short that's created by them is not just min-maxed, but they are also built to compliment the super PC compliment and further minimize any weakness they may have. While this isn't really breaking the game, unless you're playing a solo PC game I'd discourage it. With
a group of four or more this could cause slowed down a bit as the player controlled the actions of two characters, and it could also allow the brighter player than everyone else as their ability to handle situations on their own leverage. Short can be of any class, archetype, and prestitious classes. They can also accompany race and, if the Bestiary is any indication, could be any monster too. The list at the back of the Bestiary is a list of
suggestions, so the GM is free to use it as a guide. Some of these short suggestions are odd enough to confuse some people. A giant christmas, for example, is a beast and animal intelligence. Does this mean that they get level as a stroke? I would like to think so, as I can't currently find any intelligence requirements to take a grade level. However, I advise considering just raising HD the racial first. While there is nothing against a
horse and aircraft level of warfare, especially one for a boarded fighter, you should have a good reason for that animal to have these class PC levels. You also need to think long and hard about whether PC levels on a pet are good for your game to balance, themes, and draws. If you're a GM and you don't feel comfortable with an animal and monsters take grade level, just use more HD. If you don't forget their feat, skills, and ability to
score increases that come with them. Looking at all the possibilities, you can be tempted to just do something completely gonzo. Doing so can be fun but she needs to fit the character with settings. Someone, a magician fever who has a satyr pants, for example, would be an appropriate pair. You can also, for example, have a par in disguise becoming short there for a paladin or a waking plant for a druid. Most often though the best fit
is a more mundane one. There's nothing wrong with having a human fighter jet for a stroke, because while blind in concept that can be exactly what wishes and what is needed. That is just fine with the monumental stroke that will be just as effective as the odd one. The most important thing to consider when designing a stroke is the player character and player desire. The stroke needs to complete them in many ways, more importantly
in the way the player wants. Remember, the actor chose the feat and so has an idea of what they want, and if he doesn't compliment the characters in the way they want you is to almost punish them for taking the feat. For example, if they're looking for a more role player tool and you want a stroke that completes them mostly in background and plot, it shouldn't be advisable but a short that is min-max really well but is themedly blind and
just seemed to have come out of nowhere. On the other hand, if you spend a whole day writing a fresh background for the short but wise stats are weak and not up to injecting and expecting the player, things are just as bad. The short work that may be done for masters is wider and wider than the work disciples can do. Short has a better chance of survival of dangerous situations, and can even be used to combat if necessary. They
also will have more skilled and better equipped. I suggest finding ways to keep them out of combat though. For one, as an actor you shouldn't risk the short life A lot. Doing so can cause you to lose a truly neat stroke. Also, in games with four or more fighter players they will be getting slower and less difficult if you have shorter joining in, especially if there are two or more PCs and shorter. Removing combat as a focus opens up all the
other possibilities as well. They might be items that stay at home and customize their Gear for PCs. They could run the mansion with identity assets. They were able to follow behind the PCs in their dungeons and be one of those who dug for treasure and organized his extraction. They could be one of those who looks like crippled traps. The possibilities are very wide and wide. A neat role is those special hills. If you are playing a fighter
or another class without a pet companion or mountain, you could use Leadership to find a mountain that levels with you. This would increase survivors of your mountain of combat and allow you to take advantage of the benefit mountains provided to you. A small size character benefits from medium sized mountains more so, as they can climb around in most dungeon areas. Another role that helps the party in a major way is that these
are dedicated health. You should not have to enter a fight, but wait in the wings until they are needed. This is especially good for groups with no dedicated medicine but find that they are having problems recovering from cheap fights. The short dedicated health will allow to have the free recovery they need, and if builds focus entirely on healing will have a low impact on any fighter they are in. Why? That is really for another blog post,
but basically all healing to do is extend the fight. Your healer's stroke may also be one of preparing the full utility spell you never thought to be prepared, such as healing illness and ward death. How ever you use the stroke in your game, treat them well. You want to make sure you do everything you can to increase your Leadership Score, and being just and generous will help with that. The stroke are great tools, so treat them properly,
give them debtors, and keep them safe will ensure that you'll have them sharp and ready when you need them. With these short hints you can excel and provide great services to the entire gaming group. Even if they are weird or rare, they can still be balanced and suitable for the game to be in. It's help when you have a proper role for them, especially if he's the only player wants them to win. Therefore, treat them right, keep them safe,
and have fun with them. Home &gt;Feats &gt;General Feats &gt; See also: Monstrous Monstrous Companion (feat) You attract followers to your cause and a companion join you on your adventures. Condition: 7th character level. Benefits: This feat allows you to attract a faithful stroke and a number of devoted subordinates that help you. A stroke is generally an NPC with grade level, while followers typically lower NPCs level. See
Table: Leadership for what short level and how many followers you can Leadership Modified: Several factors can affect your Leadership score, resulting in it varying from base score (character level + Carriage modifier). Your reputation (from the point of view of the short or follower you are trying to attract) increase or lower your Leadership Score: Reputable Leader's Modifier Great Fame +2 Fa and Generosity +1 Special Power +1
Failure -1 Aloofans -1 Cruel -2 Other modifications can apply when you try to attract a stroke, as listed below. Modify There is a familiarity, special mountain, or animal companion -2 Recruit a stroke in a different alignment -1 Cause the death of a stroke -2**Cumulative per stroke. Disciples have different priorities in short. When you try to attract a follower, use these modified. the idea ... Modify There is a strong, base of operations,
gildhouse, etc+2 Moving around a lot –1 Caused the death of other followers -1 Leadership Notes: Your leadership score equals your level more modifying your Charisma. In order to take into account negative modificator Charisma, this table allows for very low leadership results, but you must still have 7th or higher levels in order to get the Leadership feat. Outside the factors can affect your Leadership Score, as detailed above.
Table: Leadership Score Cohort Level Number of Followers by Level 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 1 or lower — — — — — — — 2 1st — — — — — 3 2nd — — — — — — 4 3rd — — — 4 5th — — — — 5 3rd — — — — — 6 4th — — — — — — 7 5th — — — — — — — the 8 5th — — — — — — 9 6th — — — — — — — 10 7th 5 — — — — — 11 7th 6 — — — — 12 8th 8 — — — — — 13 9th 10 1 — — — 14 10th 15 1 — — — 15
10th 20 2 1——16 11th 25 2 1———17 12th 30 3 1 1——18 12th 35 3 1 1—19 13th 40 4 2 1 1—20 14th 50 5 3 2 1—21 15th 60 6 3 2 1 1 22 15th 75 7 4 2 2 1 23 16th 90 9 5 3 2 1 24 17th 110 11 6 3 2 2 2 2 25 or higher 17th 135 13 7 7 4 2 Cohort Level : You can attract a stroke of up to this level. Regardless of your Leadership Scores, you can only recruit a stroke that is two or more levels lower than yourself. The stroke should be
equipped with appropriate gear for its levels (see Create NPCs). A short case of any race or class. The short alignment may not be opposed to your alignment on either the law / disruption or good / evil axle, and you take a penalty -1 in your Leadership score if you recruit a stroke of a different alignment of your own. A stroke is not counted as a party member when determining the party's XP. Instead, divide the short level to the stroke
level. Multiply this result by total XP provides you, then adds that number of experience points to the short total. If an XP short enough XP brings it to a lower level than your level, the stroke not getting the new level - its new XP total is 1 less than the required amount to reach the next level. Number of followers by Level: You can lead up to the indicated number of characters at each level. The disciples are similar to stroke, except they
will generally NPCs. Because they're usually 5 or more levels behind you, they're rarely effective in combat. Discipleship does not touch experience and thus does not gain level. When you get a new level, consult Table: Leadership to determine if you gain more followers, some of them may be higher levels than the existing followers. Don't consult the table to see if your short level has, however, because short experience touched on
their own. Special Stroke &amp; Stroke &amp; Kits Companion Source: PPC: KotIS Some characters garner the help of particularly powerful, intelligent, or creature magic to serve them. A character must have the Leadership feat in order to inlist such a creature. These examples are some of the most common stroke and where the stats for each case are found, as well as the short level effective creative performance to determine a
character's demand for Leadership Score leadership and character levels in order to align the help of the creature. Many grant classes access to their pet companions. Getting to the level of 7th these characters can also get a stroke in the Leadership feat. This can lead to a single character that has both an animal companion and a stroke, which can significantly slow down gameplay and cause the character to be less important than
the allies at his side. The Monstrous Companion feat allows a character to combine a monster stroke with a pet companion, getting benefits over either side without having to keep track of both. Special: Monstrous partying companion counts as the Leadership feat for the purposes of prerequisite. A character cannot have both Leadership and Monstrous companions. Magic Pet Short Table: Effective Short Level Effective Effective Level
Effective Level Effective 7 4 8 5 9 6 10 6 11 6 6 12 7 13 8 14 9 15 9 16 9 19 19 19 1 7 10 18 11 19 11 20 12 If the effective short level of a magical beast is below allowed by your effective druid level , the short-class level is equal to the difference. A short and class Level 1 profits the link and share spell capabilities of a pet companion. A short and level grade 3 takes the ability to fitness animal evasion. A short and level grade 6 takes
on the ability of animal devotion. If the class feature you use as a dedication to this feat doesn't provide one of those capabilities (like a cavalier's mount, which doesn't get shared spells), your monsters also don't take the ability. The magic beast doesn't find any capabilities not listed here. Example magical creatures with short level effective Blink Chen Blink dog are intelligent magic animals able to shift back and forth between the
material plane and the Ethereal aircraft with supernatural facilities. Although riders cannot travel with them when they are rapidly teleported through the battlefield, these wise and noble beasts are ideal for Small Knights who respect honors and devotions, and similar dog balinks also appreciate an important companion. Effective Short Level: 4th Cervine Protection PCS: HU A cervine shield could be encountered in natural
environments or stand vigil, ensuring that nobody lapses their spots. Effective Cohort Level: 10th Dragon Horse fly horses alabaste and the ability to shift between planes, dragon horses periodically offer the help of the good creatures deemed thanks to them, and can be found along with the rider of all the multiverse. Effective Cohort Level: 16th Dragon, Young and Nature varies them with superhuman intelligence capabilities, it is
perhaps without surprise that teenagers dragons sometimes allied with humans long enough to be adopted as mountains, even if the relationship is rarely one of subservience (except occasionally on the part of the night). Dragons that serve as monsterized are still young, with various sizes meaning both Small and Medium power knights take them as mountains. Dragons are usually only serving nights with alignment to match their
own. Effective Cohort Level: a dragon's stroke stroke level equals its CR+8. Dragons that serve as short don't advance via aging as normal dragons do, but don't get class levels (typically in fighter jets or magicians). Dragone dragons are mysterious beings that seem to be a cross between lion and dragon crush. They are very territory and are loyal to people considered a part of their pride; similar knights dedicated to their companions
tend to find particular kinship with a dragon mountain. Effective Cohort Level: The 10th Giant Owl Magic beast remains in main forest, giant horses are advocates of wooden houses, and sometimes allies themselves with those who share a similar appreciation for the environment. Short efficient level: 8th Griffon an honorable beast with the body of a lion, the head and claw of an eagle, and matching enormous wings, the scribbles are
smart creatures and serve as mountains for all manner of nights, especially those that often need to cross long, dangerous distances at high speed. Effective Cohort Level: The 8th Hell Hound typically rid by nights of services to archdevils, hell hounds can prove to be valuable allies for people who are inconscriptional in small status and questionable morality. Effective Cohort Level: The 7th Kirin Famed for their flying abilities, scaly
hides, and shepherds hatred, kirin are noble stag-like creatures not in this world. Only the most gifted and honorable people can expect to enlist a disturbance like a mountain, but those who find a faithful companion to their lives. Effective Cohort Level: 13th Pegasus while these benevolent horses periodically serve the cause of good, are skittish and not quick to befriend. Only after many courts involving gifts, displays of justice, and
politico could be a morning's garner of a pegasus as a Mon. Effective Cohort Level: 6th Shadow Masstiff Lotworldly choices that tend to serve equally wicked people, mastiff shadows are particularly mounted for sincere and small cooked stands they tend to stay in the shadow more than light, and that moral compassion had been compromised exceedingly. Effective Cohort Level: These 8th Sleipnir magic, eight-snare horses walk on
as easy air as solid ground, and are thought to be descended from the robbers of the gods. Their moral diversity makes them primary mountains by animals of all walks of life, from courageous cruise to distribution of destruction, though the superior scholars meant to be won over with words and deeds, not dealt with discipline. Effective Cohort Level: The 16th Unicorn although unicorns typically show themselves only to protect forest
houses from might be evil, these mighty periodically adopt human women who are better known as rider. A night has to stay as virtuous as its unicorn mountain in order to hold like a sculpture companion. Effective Cohort Level: 8th Worg over-size, feral women with a predisposition of trunk direction, worms often all themselves and monsters renize in forests or plains in rolling places. Anarchy night with an owner for both nature and
violence could be expected to find an upset as a companion. Short Efficient Level: 5th Table: Short &amp;&amp; Short Examples; effective monster level effective Agathion Level, vulpinal 12th Ahuizotl Angel, 4th casino Angel, movanic deva 17th Aranea Assassin vine 8th Asura, upunda 17th Arrchon, harbinger 4th Archon, legions 15th Archon, plate protected 17th Blink Dog 4th Cloaker 11th Couatl 17th Daemon, ceustodaemon 14th
Daemon, piscodaemon 17th Daemon, vulnadaemon 10th Darkfolk, Ballet 5th Darkfolk, Dance Festival stalker 9th Demon, Draw 6th Demon , incubus 14th Demon, Shadow 15th Devil, Beard 13th Divine Sector (Any) 10th Horse Dragon 10th Dragon 10th Dragon 8th Dullahan 15th Einherji* 17th Faun 5th Festrog 6 Flumph 5th Genie, janni 14th Ghul 9th Giant, wood 14th giant eg giant eg 8th giantt vultur Girallon 10th Griffon 8th Half
Dragon NPC CR+6 Haniver Grain 3rd Hellcat 13th Hippocampus 5th Hippogriff 6th Homunculus 3rd Huecuva 8th s invisible 15th jack-lantern 7th Kamith Kami , skigami 4th Kirin 13th Lammasu 16th Leshy, gourd 4th Leshy, Deep 5th Leucrotta Manticore Mercane 10th Mimik 9th, Guardian 16th Nightmare 11th Un, Kuwa 10th Un, ogrege 16th Pegasus 6th Pipefox 4th Pseudodragon 3rd Rakshasa, Raktavarna 4th Sea Cat Cat Draws 6th
Shedu 17th Rakshasa 9th Sleipnir 16th Soulbound Doll 8th Soulbound Mannek 11th Sphinx, hieracosphinx 11th Sphinx, criophinx 13th Sphinx , gynosphinx 14th Treant 14th Triton 7th Unicorn * 9th (8th per PPC: KotIS) Valkyrie * 17th Viper Vines 17th Worg, winter 9th Xanthos * Must have been killed in battle and returned to life at least once in order to attract an einherji or valkyri as a stroke. Other short supply shortened types are
objects that take on life of their own and become faithful sidekics. Clever short items: Most adventures generally consider smart items as just another form of treasure, albeit rare memorable. However, smart items can also be shortened interestingly, using these rules in place of the normal rules for short levels and advancement. A character with the Leadership feat can choose a smart item as a stroke after receiving the item in the
normal process of taking treasures. Alternatively, a GM can choose to provide a character with Leadership and there is no short a magical smart item bonus to act as a stroke (rather than an NPC), even if those articles might not be worth more than 25% of the character's normal wealth by level. Create a Smart Short Article: A PC with leadership can bond with an intelligent article that has an alignment of a step in the PC and treats the
article as a stroke. This requires a 24-hour rilful and the article with a successful Will save (DC = Ego the article). If the character's alignment is different from the item, the character takes a -2 penalties on the save. If the save fails, the character may try the rhythmic again, but save the DC to increase by 2 per cent after the first. Once the save is successful, the article agrees to serve as the character's stroke. As long as a character's
Leadership scores beyond a short item, the article never tries to take control of the character it serves. A character with a short smart item can improve and improve the item's magic capabilities as if owning the item creation sheet is appropriate for creating an item of its type. For more information about upgrading existing magic items. Brief advancement: Over time, a short article gets tighter tied to the character it serves. Whenever the
character takes a level, his short item has an item advancement. When a character first fills his bond, if his character level is greater than 7th, his article shortly immediately takes an item advancement per level above 7th. The character can select each advanced item up to 5 times, and the effects increase as description for each capacity. If a short item separates the two character it serves for a number of days beyond the character's
Leadership score, it loses the advancement of those items until the characters spend 24 hours re-linked with the item. Shout out: The relay item is called special magic weapons capabilities. These functions identically be an item of any type, not just weapons. Every time the character selects this advancement after the first, the range of the ability increases by 1 step on this progression: 1 mile, 100 kilometers, anywhere on the same
plane, anywhere on any plane. Sympathetic: The article establishes a permanent sympathetic link with its owners as the familiar ability of the same name. If the character selects this advancement a second time, the strengthened links provide the benefits of a permanent spell status between items and owners. If selected a third time, the advancement gives the character and benefit item to a permanent telepathic bond. He has been
selected four times, this advancement the character of staircase on his companion, as per the tepts on familiar abilities. If the character selects this advancement a fifth time, both the character and the item gain the ability to discard discard discern locations as a ability to spell once every day, only to find each other. Indecrible: The hardness increased by 1, his hitting point increased by 3%, and he get a fixture +1 bonus on his saver
launch. If the character selects this advancement several times, these effects stack up. Perfection: The article takes a +1 legacy bonus in one fitness score. If the character selects this advancement multiple times and selects scores of same abilities, the bonus inherits from this advancement stack. Outside the planes are full of unlimited possibilities, each being a separate reality of its own remains by animals from the punishment of the
powerful. Many outside races are entirely foreign from a motel perspective, with little interest in the material's aerospace business. Even in race generally concerns with these mundane matters, however, there may be people or clans within the outside who feel a connection with the PCs world call home, and who could be convinced to travel among heroes. Myths and literature are filled with the assignments of angels, demons, youth,
and divine beings marching among mortals for good curiosity or a greater goal. What starts as choices that can grow in love and loyalty for mortals come to call friends. Alternatively, ambitious motels can turn the tables onto the outside and investigate them in bright slavery. Many classes can temporarily saga extraplanar allies, but actually dealt with an extraplanar entity and negotiated for assistance it requires calling magic. Planar
ally spell allows God's mortal servants to plead proxy planar for help. The faithful grace simply requires a proper offering, as all parties involved are working for the same divine owners. Divine healing and handmaids were prepared for each religion, as well as appropriate overtime summons for every faith. Planar binding is something different, a hostile entrapment that seeks to attract a beast from beyond, gripping and imprisoning it till
it will be broken and made it as its sensor command. Spells such as mandatory and soul traps can be used as threats or punishments, but even without them, planned binding may be required servitude, or at least form a basis for negotiation and leverage to decide in favor of the lithe. This includes an extensive list of goods types and furniture offerings outside each quality favor, as well as the typical objectives and desires of these
creatures. Section 15: Copyright Avi Pathfinder RPG Regbook Core. Copyright 2009, Paizo Publishing, LLC; Author: Jason Bulmahn, based on materials by Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams. Williams.
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